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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select Festive Trees paper (snowflake side) for left side and 
Soft Shell cardstock for right side of layout. Trim two 8.75”x 
8.75” pieces of White cardstock. Adhere to center of layout, 
1.5” from top edge and 3.25” from left edge. Add stitching 
around edge of White cardstock.

2 Print three 4” square photos and one 4”x 6” photo. Adhere 
4”x 6” photo in upper right corner of white cardstock, 
.25” from edges. Adhere one square photo directly to the 
left of 4”x 6” photo, leaving .25” margin between photos. 
Adhere another square photo in upper left corner of white 
cardstock, .25” from edge. Adhere last square photo on left 
side of layout, .25” from center and .25” from edge of white 
cardstock.

3 Cut Home for the Holidays block from Tis the Season paper 
and trim to 1.75” square. Adhere to page, 2” from top 
edge and 8” from left edge. Trim a 1.75” square of Bundle 
Up paper (blue plaid side) and add stitching around edge. 
Select blue gift die-cut and adhere to center of square. 
Adhere block to page, 2” from top edge and .25” from 
center margin.

4 Trim a 1.75” square of Welcome Winter paper (red text side) 
and add stitching around edge. Punch a 1.25” circle from 
Christmas Lights paper (pink dot side) and adhere to center 
of square. Adhere peppermint flair to center of circle. Adhere 
block to page, 4” from top edge and 8” from left edge.

5 Print three 1.75” square photos. Adhere one in lower left 
corner of white cardstock, .25” from edges. Adhere one 
in center of page, 4” from top edge and .25” from center 
margin. Adhere one on lower right side, 2” from bottom 
edge and 2.25” from center margin.

6 Trim a 1.75” square of Cozy paper (teal side) and add 
stitching around edge. Punch a 1.5” circle from Snowflake 
Flurry paper and adhere to center of square. Select Thicker 
monogram and adhere to center of circle. Embellish with 
two enamel dots. Adhere block to page, 3.75” from left 
edge and 4” from bottom edge.

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

DECEMBER DOCUMENTED (24x12)
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{ Trim a 1.75” square from You Warm My Heart section of Tis 
the Season paper. Select large and small snowflake die-cuts 
and adhere to square with 3D adhesive. Adhere block to 
page, 2.25” from center margin and 4” from bottom edge.

}   Use kit cut files to electronically cut 
December Documented title (4.5” wide), 

large snowflake (3.75” wide) and small 
snowflake (1.75” wide) from Typhoon 

cardstock. Cut large snowflake (3.75” 
wide) from scrap white cardstock. 
Cut small snowflake (2” wide) from 
Soft Shell cardstock.

q   Adhere large blue snowflake 
in upper left corner using 3D 

adhesive. Adhere pink snowflake 
below as shown. Adhere large 

white snowflake in lower right corner 
using 3D adhesive. Adhere small blue 

snowflake as shown. Adhere December 
Documented title under 4”x 6” photo. 

w Trim out #WINTER and #LOVE tabs from kit printables. 
Adhere pink tab in upper left corner of white cardstock 
block. Adhere blue tab (vertically) to right of title.

e Fussy-cut small teal snowflake from Snowflake Flurry paper. 
Adhere to center of white die-cut snowflake.

7 Trim a 1.75” square of Christmas Lights paper (pink dot 
side) and add stitching around edge. Select chipboard 
snowflake and use kit stamps with black ink to stamp text 
circle atop the chipboard. Adhere to center of square. 
Stitch a wood snowflake atop chipboard. Adhere block 
to page, 5.75” from left edge and 4” from bottom 
edge.

8 Trim a 1.75” square of Bundle Up paper 
(blue plaid side) and add stitching 
around edge. Trim Holly Jolly block 
from Tis the Season paper and 
adhere to center of square. Embellish 
with two blue enamel dots and 
adhere block to page, 5.75” from left 
edge and 2” from bottom edge

9 Trim a 1.75” square of Snowy Stripe 
paper (red dot side). Use a 1.5” circle 
punch to punch It's The Most Magical Time 
of the Year circle from Tis the Season paper. 
Adhere to center of square. Adhere block to page, 
.25” from center margin and 4” from bottom edge.

0 Trim a 1.75” square from Welcome Winter paper (red text 
side). Select a red label and adhere to lower left of square, 
trimming off overhang on left edge. Add stitching around 
edge of square. Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp 
PEACE & JOY on label. Add date stamp if desired and 
adhere block to page, .25” from center margin and 2” from 
bottom edge.
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1 Select Powder Blue cardstock as layout base. 
Type or write journaling block on lower portion 
of cardstock, approximately 5” wide, 1” from 
right edge and .75” from bottom edge.

2 Fussy-cut top strand of lights from Christmas 
Lights paper. Trim a 4.5”x 12” piece of Bundle 
Up paper (blue plaid side). Lay fussy-cut lights 
atop plaid paper (loops to left) and lightly 
trace with pencil along right edge. Remove 
light strand and trim plaid paper along pencil 
lines. 

3 Adhere trimmed plaid paper to left edge of 
layout base. Add stitching along light blue 
plaid lines. Adhere fussy-cut light strand atop 
plaid paper.

4 Select blue LOVE tag, dotted white tag and 
red HO HO HO circle. Adhere along right side 
of layout as shown, approximately 2” from 
top edge and .25” from right edge. Embellish 
grouping with enamel dots.

5 Print two 5.75”x 3.75” photos. Use 3D 
adhesive to adhere first photo to page, .75” 
from top edge and 1.25” from right edge. 
Adhere second photo directly below first.

6 Select white FALALA tag. Adhere upside 
down as shown to left of journaling. Embellish 
with blue paper clip and enamel dots. 

7 Cut a 1.75” wide arrow from red portion of Snowy Stripe 
paper. Adhere pointing right atop white tag.

8 Select PEPPERMINT EVERYTHING tag and adhere above 
red arrow. Adhere Falala snowflake atop tag.

9 Gently break “winter” portion off acrylic title. Adhere 
remaining title above journaling block, aligned on the right. 

0 Electronically cut title from white cardstock using 
script font (5” wide). Adhere above acrylic title.

{    Select Sparkle, Feeling Festive and 
DECEMBER DAYS tags. Trim off red 
portion of DECEMBER DAYS tag. Adhere 
as shown at top left edge of page. 

}    Use kit stamps with blue ink and stamp 
stars along top edge of page. Embellish 
with blue paper clip and enamel dots. 

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

HOMECOMiNG TRaDiTiONS (12x12)
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1 Select A2 card base. Trim a 4.25”x 5.5” piece of Cozy paper 
(teal side) and adhere to card base. 

2 Trim a 3.75”x 5” piece of Snowflake Flurry paper (plaid side) 
and add stitching around edge. Use 3D adhesive to adhere 
to center of card base.

3 Trim Sweater Weather tag from kit printables. Punch hole 
at top of tag. Trim a 14” piece of scrap twine and thread 
through hole; tie in a bow.

4 Select five sequins and use temporary adhesive to adhere 
along bottom edge of card. Stitch sequins in place.

5 Fussy-cut a teal sweater from Bundle Up paper. Use 3D 
adhesive to adhere to tag as shown.

6 Use 3D adhesive to adhere finished tag to card, slightly 
angled.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step card instructions

SWEaTER WEaTHER CaRD (4.25x5.5)
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Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer  

living in Colorado with 

her husband, two kids, 

and a menagerie of  

assorted pets. 

Lisa was introduced to 

the scrapbook hobby 

in 1998 after attending a Creative Memories party. 

Her first scrap project was an album documenting 

her honeymoon, complete with shaped photos and 

lots & lots of stickers! In the years following, her style 

evolved and in 2003, she had her first layout pub-

lished in Simple Scrapbooks magazine. Since then, 

she has contributed to several magazines and manu-

facturer design teams, as well as authoring the book 

Design Workshop from Ella Publishing. 

When she’s not scrapping, Lisa enjoys running, antique 

shopping and beating her family at Trivial Pursuit.

See more of Lisa’s work at:

www.lisadickinson.typepad.com

designer & kit printables

To download these exclusive Sleigh Bells 
printable tag files, please visit: 
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctwinter17-sleigh-bells
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